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Abstract 

Association rule mining is a method of finding an interesting 

relationshipbetween numbers of items in large databases. It is 

helpful for prediction purpose in various fields. For mining 

sequential rules efficiently a data mining task called 

Sequential rule mining is used. It uses ARM principle for 
discovery of sequential rules. Various algorithms have 

designed for discovery of sequential rules common to several 

sequences which are having an important limitation that 

discovered rules are very particular and therefore many related 

rules provides equal activity. There are major problems while 

discovering rules like there might be same rules with different 

items ordering, rules may not be discovered because they are 

individually considered uneventful, and the rules which are 

very particular that are not used for prediction purpose. To 

solve above issues, a partially ordered sequential rules 

(POSR), another form of sequential rules is used in which 

items in the left and right part of each rule are not ordered. For 
mining POSR efficiently a TRuleGrowth Rule generation 

algorithm is used which is efficient. A sliding-window, a user 

defined threshold is used to find out sequential rules appearing 

within the maximal time. For more accurate prediction and 

analysis more user interested constraints such as length, 

aggregate, gap, duration, attribute, super-pattern etc. can be 

used within user defined thresholds for discovering the 

sequential rules. 

 

Keywords:ARM, Sequential rule mining, POSR, sliding-

window, user interested constraints. 
 

Introduction 
Pattern mining is most widely used technique of data mining. 

It contains discovery of sequential patterns from the 

sequential database which are similar to multiple sequences. 

Algorithms with different approaches are available such as 

GSP [6], Prefix Span [7] and SPADE [8]. It uses support 

value for discovering frequent patterns. Another approach 

which includes confidence of sequential pattern is sequential 

rule mining. Sequential rule (episode rule or temporal rule) 

mining is used to discover rules appearing in a single 

sequence or across sequences or common to several 

sequences.Pattern mining is used for finding sub patterns from 

the sequential data. Sequential pattern mining does not 
provide a probability of the pattern will be followed. 

Sequential patterns only indicate a number of times pattern 

appearance. They do not provide any indication about a 

probability of future pattern. Sequential rule mining is used 

for prediction and used for fast decision making. It shows that 

if some episode occurs then some other episode will follow 

with some probability.For mining sequential rule the concept 

of confidence is used. There are major problems while 

discovering rules like there might be same rules with different 

items ordering, rules may not be discovered because they are 

individually considered uneventful, and the uninteresting or 

weak rules may not be used for further applications such as 
prediction. To solve this problem, a partially ordered 

sequential rule (POSR) more common form of rules is used, in 

which items in left and right part of rule are not ordered. 
Sequential rule mining is used in different domains 

like management of drought, analysis of market, weather 

changes and relationship, online learning, and electronic 

commerce management. In online learning, sequential rule 

mining is used to find out and predict the learners‟ behavior 

and to find out patterns common to several learners solution. 

SRM is applicable in bioinformatics to analyze sequences like 

DNA sequence, protein sequence etc. or to find correlation 
among gene expression. 
 

The TRuleGrowth rule generation method first generates rules 

having length of its left and right side of rule as 1.It keeps 

each every items position in every sequence. The items 

position for a sequence is represented as a number which 

gives the position of an itemset which contains an item. A 

sliding window constraint is used which discovers rules 
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appearing within a user specified window size. User interested 

constraints such as length, attribute, super-pattern, aggregate, 

duration, gap etc. are added to find out more sequential rules 

related to these constraints for more accuracy and prediction. 
 

RelatedWork 
The Fournier-Viger P et al. proposes a method for mining 

POSR [1].In this paper, Partially Ordered Sequential 

Rules(POSR) concept is used to discover sequential rules 

from various sequences in which the items in left and right 

part of the rule are not ordered. For this purpose, Rule Growth 

algorithm is used which is adequate and easily extendable. 

There are algorithms like CMRules and CMDeo for SRM 
which are not efficient with respect to time and memory 

requirements. The Rule Growth algorithm is useful for rule 

generation in less time as compared to previous algorithms 

and requires less memory. 
Fabregue M et al. proposes an algorithm called as orderspan 

[2]. In this paper, orderspan is used to discover a group of 

patterns which are partially ordered and closed from the 

sequence transaction. It uses known properties of suffix and 

prefix. The orderspan algorithm uses a pattern-growth 

approach which uses divide and conquer strategy. The 

authors‟ experimental studies shows that an algorithm is more 
space efficient and uses pruning strategy to output complete 

set of patterns which are partially ordered and closed which 

eliminates excessive branches. 

Pei J et al. Proposes a method for mining patterns with use of 

user interested constraints [4] is a framework developed for 

discovery of sequential patterns based on some user interested 

constraints. For effective and efficient processes such as 

analysis, prediction and decision making the constraints are 

very important while mining sequential patterns. Constraint is 

used to discover sequential patterns which fulfill a given 

constraint. There are some constraints that are used for 

sequential pattern mining which are Length, Item, aggregate, 
super-pattern, duration, regular expression, gap etc. 

 

Analysis of TRuleGrowth Rule Generation algorithm 
The TRuleGrowth Rule Generation algorithm takes a 

sequence database as input with minsup, minconf and sliding 

window as user defined thresholds. Some user interested 

constraints like length, attribute, Item, duration, gap etc. are 

used. First as part of data pre-processing it converts data from 

text file into proper sequences and stores occurrences of each 

item by using hash table. With use of mining algorithms such 

as GSP[6], PrefixSpan[7], SPADE[8] etc. the frequent items 
are identified and those items having support greater than 

minsup value are selected for expansion while those items 

having support less than user provided minsup value are 

rejected. For a generation of sequential rules TRuleGrowth 

rule generation algorithm first generates rules of length 1, a 

user defined constraint as sliding-window. For a generation of 

valid rules from smaller rules the Left Expansion and Right 

Expansion, sub processes are used. For effectiveness and 

efficiency user interested constraints like Length, Item, 

aggregate, super-pattern, regular expression, gap, and duration 

are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: TRuleGrowth Rule Generation algorithm. 

 

The corresponding Expansion _of_ LHS and Expansion _of_ 

RHS procedures are explained below. 

 

The LHS expansion and RHS expansion are used to expand 

the left and right side of the sequential rule.LHS expansion is 

used for expanding left side of the rule e.g. if item „i‟ is 
appended to the left part of the ruleX=>Y then resulting rule 

becomes X U {i}=> Y. RHS expansion is used for extending 

the right part of the rule e.g. if item „i‟ is appended to the right 

side of the rule X=>Y then resulting rule becomes X => 

YU{i}. The LHSexpansion and RHS expansions are used for 

that rule which satisfies minimum support, minimum 

confidence,sliding_window constraint and user interested 

constraints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:LHS expansion of rule. 
Rule Generation(S, minsup, minconf, sliding window) 

 

Step 1: Scan the whole database, preprocess the data and 

store it in sequence list. 

Step2: Store all occurrences of items for each sequence 

in hash table. 

Step 3: Find out frequent items by calculating their 

support. If support ≥ minsup then item isfrequent. 

Expansion _of_ LHS (a=>b, sids (a), sids (a=>b)) 
 

Step 1: For each sid∈sids (a=>b), check for each itemset 

„m‟ in sequence sid. Initialize „Hasha‟ and „Hashb‟ to 

null. 

Step 2: Remove items from hash tables if seen more than 

sliding_window-1. 

Step3: If size of „Hashb‟ table is equal to size of „b‟ then 

add every item c∈a∩m in „Hasha‟ table. 

Step4: If size of „Hashb‟ table is less than the size of  „b‟ 

then add every item d∈b∩m in „Hashb‟ table with position 
of „m‟ in sid. 

Step5:If size of „Hasha‟ is equal to size of „a‟ and size of 

„Hashb‟ is equal to size of „b‟ then add sid to „a‟ variable 

sids(a∪{c}⇒b) for every item c∉a∪b which is having id 

before first item of „b‟within window size. 

Step6: Check for rule a∪{c}=>b having support greater 

than misup then again check for eachsid∈ sids(a) such that 

sid∈ sids(c) then again call the same Expansion _of_ LHS 
procedure. 

Step7: If the rule a∪{c}=>b is having confidence greater 

than minconf then rule is considered as valid rule. 
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Figure 3:RHS expansion of rule. 

Example 1. Figure 4 shows the execution of TRuleGrowth 
Rule Generation algorithm for sequence database for weather 

relation having attributes like outlook, temperature, humidity, 

Windy and decision about whether play will happen or not 

with above certain conditions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure4: Execution of Rule Generation algorithm for window 

size=3. 

 

The above example shows execution of TRuleGrowth 

algorithm for weather data set. As part of data preprocessing 

the algorithm converts data from text file into proper 

sequences and stores value of position of every item in every 

sequence with use of hash table. 
 
The numbers in the above figure shows below processes- 
 
1) Those items having support greater than user defined 

minimum support are selected as valid frequent items.  

 

2) After that algorithm discovers rules of length 1 value which 

occurs within user defined window size.  

 

3) Then with use of two recursive procedures as 

Expansion_of_LHS and Expansion_of_RHS of rule and by 

using the hash tables it starts generation of valid rules from 

smaller rules.  

 
4) Those rules having confidence greater than minimum 

confidence that rules are selected as valid sequential rules 

remaining rules are rejected.  

 

By using above steps the valid sequential rules are generated, 

suppose „n‟ is the number of sequential rules discovered, then 

the time complexity of this algorithm is O (n), which is linear.  

 

Experimental Setup 

The graphs shown below provide statistics of algorithm with 

and without use of constraint. The time required for constraint 
based discovery of sequential rules, the number of sequential 

rules and memory required to store rules is less as compared 

to discovery of sequential rules without constraint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:Rule Generation Statistics without Constraint. 

 

Use of various constraints like length, item, duration, 

attribute, gap etc. helps for fast analysis and it improves 

overall decision making process in many application areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expansion_of_RHS (a=>b, sids (a), sids (a=>b)) 

 

Step 1: For each sid∈sids (a=>b), check for each itemset 
„m‟ in sequence sid. Initialize „Hasha‟and „Hashb‟ to 

null. 

Step 2: Remove items from hash tables if seen more than 

sliding_window-1. 

Step3: If size of „Hasha‟ table is equal to size of „a‟ then 

add every item c∈b∩m in „Hashb‟ table with position of 

„m‟ in sid. 

Step4: If size of „Hasha‟ table is less than the size of „a‟ 

then add every item d∈a∩m in „Hashb‟ table with 

position of „m‟ in sid. 
Step5: If size of „Hashb‟ is equal to size of „b‟ and size of 

„Hasha‟ is equal to size of „a‟ then add sidto „a‟ variable 

sids (a=>b∪{c}) for every item c ∉a∪b which is having 

id before first item of „a‟within window size. 

Step6: Check for rule a=>b∪{c} having support greater 

than minimum support then call theExpansion_of_LHS 

procedure after that calls the Expansion_of_RHS 

procedure. 

Step7: If the rule a=>b∪{c} is having confidence greater 
than minimum confidence then the rule is considered as 

valid rule. 
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Figure 6:Rule Generation Statistics with length constraint. 

 

Comparison 

An existing system generates sequential rules based on user 

defined thresholds minsup and minconf are used for making 
prediction, analysis and decision making. The use of other 

threshold sliding_window and user interested constraints such 

as length, item, attribute, gap, duration etc. improves 

prediction accuracy by several orders of magnitude and 

requires less amount of time and memory than existing 

system, It also improves decision making and analysis process 

with use of proposed system. 

 

Conclusion 
An earlier study of sequential rule mining proposes algorithms 

like CMRules, CMDeo [1]. The drawbacks of these 
algorithms are similar to Apriori approach, as it uses 

generation of candidate items and uses test method. With this 

approach huge amount of uninteresting rules will generate, 

this makes this algorithm less efficient. It requires a large 

amount of memory to store rules and it is time consuming. 
 

The TRuleGrowth algorithm is used which discovers 
sequential rules within user defined threshold 

sliding_window. It uses pattern-growth approach which 

avoids unnecessary candidate generation. With use of user 

interested constraints the generated rules will require less 

amount of memory for storage. Addition of user interested 

constraints like attribute, length, duration, gap etc. helps to 

improve prediction and analysis as well as decision making. 

The use of this algorithm in weather data improves prediction 

of future episode and it is useful in fast decision making 

process in disaster like situation. 
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